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Abstract

Measurements of self-amplified spontaneous emission
(SASE) at 530 nm were made at the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) low-energy undttlator test line facility
(LEUTL). Exponential growth of the optical signal as a
function of distance was measured and compared to
theoretical estimates. SASE was first observed using a
beam generated from a photocathode rf gun system. It
was later repeated using beam from a therrnionic rf gun
system. Following a brief description of the LEUTL
facility, we will present our results and initial analysis.

1 DESCRIPTION

The low-energy undtdator test line facility has been
configured to explore the generation and properties of
SASE radiation. It consists of high-brightness electron
beam sources, a linear accelerator capable of beam
energies up to 650 MeV, and an undulator system
complete with diagnostics for the electron beam and
SASE light output. A more thorough description of the
LEUTL can be found in the literature [1,2]. Here only a
brief description will be given.

1.1 Electron Gun Systems

High-brightness electron bunches are generated using
either a photocathode rf gun system or thermionic rf gun
with alpha-magnet compression. The photocathode rf gun
is a 1.6-cell Brookhaven s-band gun IV modeI [3,4] that
employs a copper photocathode. A Nd:GIass picosecond
drive laser is used to generate the electrons [5]. It is
assembled from commercially available components and
is timing stabilized to the rf to within 1 picosecond. This
system can generate a single electron bunch of roughly 1
nC at a 6-Hz repetition rate. The thermionic rf gun is a 1-
?/2 cell s-band gun with a tungsten dispenser cathode [6].
An alpha magnet is used to both inject beam into the APS
linac and to compress the bunch to very high peak
currents. .An 8-ns pulsed kicker magnet is used for safety
pu~oses to limit the total charge delivered to the linac.
The result is a bunch train of roughly 23 bunches, each
with approximately 4.8 pc of charge, This thermionic rf
gun system is extremely reliable and is used as the
primary injector for the APS storage ring, Nominal

performance parameters of these systems when coupled to

the Iinac and used for LEUTL testing, are listed in
Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1: Photocathode RF Gun/Linac Beam Parameters
I Most I Min -- Max
I Probable I

Energy [MeV] I 217 I --
I & rms [x mm-mad] ]5 14--8

J
Charge/bunch [nC] 0.7 0.6-- 0.8

Bunch Length FWHM [PS] 5 4--7

Energy Spread % 0.1 <0.1 --0.2

Table 2: Thermionic RF GunlLinac Beam Parameters

~
Charge/bunch [nC] 0.048 0.043 --

0.052

Bunch Length FwHM [ps] I 0.35 I 0.33--0.40

Energy Spread % I 0.1 I <0.1 --0.2

1.2 Linear Accelerator

The APS linear accelerator consists of thirteen s-band
3-m-long traveling wave accelerating structures similar
to the SLAC design. Three sets of four structures are
powered each by SLEDed 35-MW Idystzons. The
photocathode gun is powered by a single 35-MW
klystron, while the thermionic rf gun shares power with a
hot spare thermionic rf gun and a single accelerating
structure following the photocathode rf gun. Power
distribution to these rf guns and linac structure is through
s-band rf switches. In photocathode-gun mode the beam
can be accelerated by ail thirteen structures. One
accelerating structure, the frost, is not used to accelerate
beam in the thermionic rf gun configuration. Maximum
energy attainable in photocathode-gun mode is 650 MeV.

A bunch compression system is being installed within
the Iinac following the fifth accelerating structure. It will
be commissioned in August 2000 and wi[l provide higher
bunch peak currents for both photocathode and
thermionic rf guns.
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2. Results and Discussion
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The figure shows the frequency dependent conductiv-
ity Of &’-(ET)zSF5CHZ CFZS03, ~“-@T)zSFSCHFCFZ
S03 and f?’’-(ET)zSFs CHFS03. AI] three Samph3Sshow
a strong electronic excitation in the lib direction at *
2200 cm” 1. The Ilbeffective masses were calculated from
a partial sum rule of the conductivity, and found to be
~; z 1.6me, m; x 1.4rne, and m; = 1.7me, for the su-

perconductor, metal/insulator and metal, respectively.
In the lb response, the metal/insulator material dtiers
dramatically from the other two compounds. It reveals
a shoulder at 4800 cm-l and a strong electronic band
around 9500 cm ‘1 [5]. These features are not observed
in the spectrum of the superconductor or the metal 16,7].
At the same time, the lb spectra of the sttperconduc-
tor and metal are very similar. Ditkences in vibrational
properties are dxussed elsewhere [7].

The woeakly conducting response in the IIb dkection
is very similar in all three @’-(ET)2sF5~03 materi-
als and Characteristic of other known 9-phase conduc-
tors. In terms of an electronic band structure model,
the excitation at = 2200 cm-l can be interpreted as
an interband transition [7,8]. In the 16 direction, the
low-energy residual conductivity of the metal and su-
perconductor ia replaced by a low and flat response in
the metal/insulator material, with the broad exci~lon
in the near infrared, suggestive of electron kalization
on donor sites. Therefore, the bands at 4800 and 9500
cm-l can be characterized as charge transfer-type ex-
citations in the dirnerized ET chains. These excitations
can be accounted for withk a lame U (on-site Coulomb
repulsion) Hubbard approximation [91, but this does. . .
not necessarily mean that they are correlation-driven.
If many-body effects were the cause of th~ localization,
a much higher effective mass would be expected for the
metal/insulator material compared to the supercon-
ductor and metal. Thus, we propose that the 4800 and
9500 cm-l excitations observed in the -lb spectra of the
B“-(ET)ZSFSCHFCFZS03 are the re.SU]tof e~eCtrOn10-
calization on ET dimers driven by disorder in the anion
pocket. That the {lbeffective masses and overall struc-
tures for all three salts are so similar supports this argu-
ment. The investigations of fl’’-(ET)z SFSRSC)3 compos-
ite materials are underway, to estimate the length scale
of this disorder.

3. Conclusion

We compare the polarized optical conductivity of
three members of the /Y’-(ET)2SF5RS03 (R= CH2C.F2,
CHFCFZ, and CHF) system. The low-energy lb excita-
tions in the metaljinsulator material (R = CHFCFZ),
which are absent in the other two compounds, are caused
by a disorder-driven charge localization on the ET stack.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was, prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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